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LEADING INVESTOR 
FOR #INSURGENT 

BRANDS 

DEEP CONSUMER 
DOMAIN 

EXPERTISE

DIFFERENTIATED 
INVESTMENT 

APPROACH

WIDE REACHING 
CONSUMER BRAND 

ECOSYSTEM

TRUSTED BY 
THE BEST

Our mission is to 
be the partner of 

choice for consumer 
entrepreneurs building 
the next generation of 

#insurgentbrands.

One of the longest 
track records and 
largest consumer 

brands portfolios in 
India & SEA

We identify long term 
consumer themes 
before others and 

remain invested for the 
long term.  Key winners 
include OYO, Veeba and 

Sula Wines.

We’ve built deep 
relationships 

with senior CPG 
executives and have 
access to the best 

follow-on investors

Trusted partner of leading 
global investors including 
two of the world’s largest 
consumer Family Offices, 

several global and regional 
consumer conglomerates 

and leading European Fund 
of Funds.

“We see what 
other’s don’t….” 

WHO WE ARE

DSG Consumer Partners is focused on 
identifying, investing in, and growing 
consumer businesses in India & Southeast 
Asia (SEA). Since 2012, we have helped more 
than 100 entrepreneurs build more than 
78 iconic brands, brick by brick. DSGCP 
was one of the first venture capital firms 
to focus exclusively on the new-age Asian 
consumer and their growing consumption 
patterns. We are not just investors, we are 
long term partners that unite knowledge, 
curiosity and passion to help identify and 
support extraordinary entrepreneurs and the 
companies they build.



Welcome the 1st DSG Consumer Partners 
Sustainability Report. At DSGCP, we have the 
privilege of partnering with world class founders 
building insurgent consumer brands for the new age 
consumer in India and Southeast Asia, a consumer that 
is increasingly demanding purpose-led, sustainable 
brands of the future. 

We have always considered aspects of sustainability 
in our investments, starting from pre-deal diligence to 
post deal monitoring and continuous improvement. 
This is now codified in our investment committee and 
post deal monitoring process. 

Our portfolio companies are keenly aware of the varied 
stakeholders they interact with and are reliant on, and 
this sets the context of their ESG programs. 

Our aim for our portfolio companies is for them to 
first focus on people and prosperity without which 
there can be no sustainable business development,  

Head of Southeast Asia
DSG Consumer Partners 4

Regards, 
Sameer Mehta

something that is even more salient in the developing 
regions we invest in. 

The positive impact of improved livelihoods promises 
to set the stage for improved outcomes across all other 
UN Sustainable Development Goals, while inculcating a 
do no harm approach for the planet.  

We measure progress against goals, share best 
practices from across our portfolio, as well as build 
resources to enable all other portfolio companies to 
craft their own path to building a sustainable business 
that endures. Our desire is for our portfolio companies 
to take small but tangible, measurable steps rather 
than make tall empty promises. 

“Our desire is for our portfolio companies to take small 
but tangible, measurable steps rather than make tall
empty promises.” 
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ESG through our Deal & 
Portfolio Management Process

PRE-DEAL EVALUATION POST-DEAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

DSGCP ensures companies do no harm 
by meeting the following criteria:

DSGCP helps our portfolio identify 
and strengthen their ESG initiatives:

DSGCP assists founders on ESG 
strategy development during board 
meetings to implement initiatives 
and deliver positive impact:

Share best practices with portfolio companies. Encourage 
cross portfolio learning from more mature companies.

OUR PROCESS

Does the company implement ethical                                                                  
business practices?
How is the company championing ESG?
What initiatives do they currently 
implement? How do they map against 
the 17 SDGs? 

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Which SDGs are most important for 
the company?
Is this in line with what we are 
doing today?
What new ESG initiatives can the 
company take to strengthen their 
efforts?  

What are the ESG milestones & 
timelines we need to achieve?
Who do we need to hire to 
achieve this? 
How do we track our achievements 
and make data driven 
improvements?



Our Perspective
on ESG
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“Early-stage businesses need to understand their stakeholders 
and market challenges to implement a sustainable and 
effective ESG strategy.” 
At DSGCP, our investment mantra is 
building consumer brands that last. This 
requires a measured approach - focusing 
on business fundamentals and sustainable 
value creation, in both financial and non-
financial aspects. Similarly, we believe 
that ESG implementation in early-stage 
businesses also requires a step-by-step, 
measured approach to balance business 
objectives and sustainability. 

Understanding how early stage business’ 
decisions impact its various stakeholders 
is crucial as a first step in implementing an 
effective and sustainable ESG strategy. 

EMPLOYEESINVESTORS
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CUSTOMERSGOVERNMENT & 
REGULATIONS

Employee satisfaction is key to 
building a sustainable business 
with a focus on working conditions, 
health and safety, and job security.

Investor mandates are no longer 
purely focused on financial returns 
but also the social & environmental 
impact of their investments.

Suppliers are impacted by the ESG 
strategy of their customers especially 
fair labour practices, traceability and 
environmental impact.

Local communities are most 
impacted by a company’s ESG 
strategy especially in developing 
economies.

Customers’ purchasing decisions 
are increasingly influenced by a 
company’s social purpose.

Local governments are facing 
increasing pressure from 
international bodies to facilitate 
ESG implementation.

UNDERSTANDING STAKEHOLDERS
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UNDERSTANDING CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES TO ESG IMPLEMENTATION  IN INDIA AND SEA

Traditional cultural 
and societal 

attitudes may not 
prioritize ESG

There is often a lack 
of understanding 

and awareness 
of ESG principles 

among companies, 
investors, and other 

stakeholders. 

Weak or 
non-existent 

regulatory and 
legal framework 
for ESG practices 

Lack of transparency 
& limited data 

reporting on ESG 
performance 

makes it difficult for 
investors to assess 

impact

Significant financial 
& economic 

investments are 
sometimes required 

to implement 
ESG which can 
be a  barrier for 

companies

Vietnam

Singapore

Indonesia

Philippines

Bangladesh

India

SDG RANKING

55/163

60/163

82/163

95/163

104/163

121/163

DSGCP adopts the United 
Nations Sustainable 
Development Framework on 
how we embed ESG.  Based 
on SDG’s rankings, among 163 
countries, India & SEA rank 
poorly due to many impeding 
challenges

India & SEA are developing economies that are grappling with 
widespread poverty, inequality and political instability. Therefore, the 
mindshare for early-stage businesses is more survival in nature

Source: UN Sustainable Development Report 2022
Source: PWC – Environment, social and governance (ESG) in Asia
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2. Planet should be the aspiration 
for all companies to attain. 

Businesses will need to give back 
in order to ensure resources for 

future generations.

3. Peace becomes essential when 
the company is more established. 
It puts in place the risk controls to 
ensure the long-term viability of 
the business.

1. People & Prosperity are the 
‘base’ for early-stage startups 

because they are essential to a 
company’s survival

“People and Prosperity are 
the priority foundational 
blocks in building a 
sustainable business that 
will generate long term 
value for stakeholders and 
the environment.”

3. PEACE:
Strengthening 

institutions and 
governance/tackling 

corruption

4. PARTNERSHIPS: 
Financing the SDGs

2. PLANET:
Engaging in 

climate action

1. PROSPERITY:
Supporting growth, 

jobs, and poverty 
reduction

1. PEOPLE:
Fostering inclusion, 

equality, care, 
dignity

4. Partnership is implemented 
at any stage or size of 

the company as it involves 
working together with  like-

minded stakeholders 
towards achieving the 
same goal of building 

a sustainable 
business.

OUR POINT OF VIEW
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OUR POINT OF VIEW

“People and Prosperity indicators in India & SEA are significantly challenged. This represents a 
huge opportunity for early-stage business with limited resources to contribute impactfully.”

SDG 
Achieved

Challenges 
Remain

Significant 
Challenges 

Remain

Major 
Challenges 

Remain

Data 
Unavailable

1. People: “To end poverty and hunger, in all their 
forms and dimensions, and to ensure that all 
human beings can fulfil their potential in dignity 
and equality and in a healthy environment.”

SDGs

Pillars PEOPLE PROSPERITY PLANET PEACE
PARTNERSHIP 

1. Prosperity: “All human beings can enjoy 
prosperous and fulfilling lives and that economic, 
social and technological progress occurs in 
harmony with nature. focuses on economic, social 
& technological progress, leading to fulfilling lives.”

2. Planet: “Protect the planet from degradation, 
including through sustainable consumption and 
production, sustainably managing its natural 
resources and taking urgent action on climate 
change, so that it can support the needs of the 
present and future generations.”

3. Peace: “Foster 
peaceful, just and 
inclusive societies.”

4. Partnership: “The 
means required 
to implement this 
agenda.”

Source: UN Sustainable Development Report 2022
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Internal “People” stakeholders
We believe that investing in people not only provides a good start for any 

early-stage business but it creates the backbone to building a sustainable 
business.  Therefore, we encourage our companies to look inwards and focus 

on treating all employees right: 

External “People” stakeholders
Our portfolio companies are also 

encouraged to do more for the 
customers they serve and the 

community they impact:

100% of our total portfolio 
is compliant with labour 

laws for fair wages & 
payment of bonus annually; 

enabling families’ a better 
quality of life and education 

opportunities  

Ensuring that full-
time employees are 
covered for health 

insurance

Maintaining a healthy 
gender diversity ratio and 

people inclusive culture 
across employees and 

managerial board members 

As part of our investment 
strategy, we focus on 

specific themes, many 
of which are aligned with 

improving “People” such as 
Healthy Living and Looking 

& Feeling Good. 

Many of our companies have 
launched CSR initiatives 
designed to improve the 

livelihoods of People and their 
community. Ex- donations to 

food banks, supporting farmers’ 
livelihood, financial aid to local 

foundations 

PEOPLE

100%
FAIR WAGE POLICY

COMPANIES HAVE TAKEN 
“PEOPLE” FOCUSED CSR 

INITIATIVES

13
OF ACTIVE COMPANIES 

FOCUSED ON IMPROVING 
PEOPLE’S LIVES 

47%
FEMALE EMPLOYEE 

HEADCOUNT

30%
OF ACTIVE COMPANIES CREATED 

A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

74%

“Putting people first is our core principle. Our businesses are encouraged to 
put their employees, customers and community FIRST!”
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Prosperity for Internal Stakeholders: requires companies to focus on 
sustainable business building and a constant desire to innovate and 

improve, which ensures a business’ longevity. 

Prosperity for External Stakeholders encourages companies to aid their 
external environment to prosper, driving higher affluence and increased 

employment in society which inevitably benefits the business in the long run

We encourage our businesses 
to focus on strong unit 

economics, capital efficiency 
and profitability. Read our 

perspective: https://bit.
ly/3Z8FT5s 

We believe wealth creation is 
driven by creating employment 

which is the cornerstone 
for any economy.

We believe that businesses which 
focus on continuous improvement 

such as adoption of technology, 
drives better quality products and 

services will lay the foundation for a 
lasting business.

We encourage digitalization of 
traditionally offline economies.  

63% of our companies have 
omnichannel presence 

and 81% of our companies have 
online presence

CAPITAL EFFICIENT
GROWTH

CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT PLANS

63% OF OUR 
COMPANIES OPERATE 

OMNICHANNEL

PROSPERITY

14,000 JOBS CREATED 
BY OUR COMPANIES 

“The purpose of any business is to prosper in an efficient and 
sustainable manner and in so doing, contribute to long-term
economic development.”
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10 companies with 
sustainable packaging 
alternatives  

PLANET

Early-stage companies need to have a good foundation on “PEOPLE” and 
“PROSPERITY” before they have the means to focus on “PLANET”. However, 

this does not mean we give our companies a free pass to skip Planet initiatives. 
Instead, we encourage them to begin with a “do no harm” approach

Our companies must have a “do 
no harm” mentality for the entire 
value chain including supply chain, 
products and customer

We encourage our companies to:  
1. adopt global certifications such 
as B-Corp, ECOCERT, 2. use recycled 
packaging or adopt a zero-plastic 
footprint, 3. give back to the planet 
through CSR initiatives

DO NO HARM
ENCOURAGE CONSCIOUS 

CONSUMPTION

1 B-Corp certified 
company
2 companies in progress

33 companies with local 
certifications & licenses

12 companies with 
global certifications 

“Early-stage 
businesses may not 
have significant 
resources to 
implement Planet 
initiatives. However, 
they can start with 
a “Do no harm” 
perspective in their 
daily operations.”
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PEACE, GOVERNANCE & PARTNERSHIPS 

“There is 
strength in 

Partnerships. 
All companies 

must work 
together with 
like-minded 

stakeholders to 
have the means 

to make the 
world a better 

place.”  

“Peace is the 
governance 
aspect that 
businesses 
must adhere 
to regardless of 
size to ensure 
accountability 
to all 
stakeholders.” 

Peace and Partnership go hand-in-hand with other pillars. We encourage 
our companies, regardless of size, to ensure proper accountability to 

all stakeholders as well as collaboration with stakeholders to have the 
means to launch initiatives.

We encourage our companies to be 
audited by a professional firm and 
emphasize on having a qualified board 
of directors to ensure accountability

We encourage our companies 
to collaborate with government 
organisations and international 
bodies to tap on grants and subsidies 
to fund their ESG Initiatives  

GOVERNANCE
ACTIVE 
PARTNERSHIPS

COMPANIES AUDITED OF COMPANIES WITH AT 
LEAST A BOARD 
MEETING EVERY 

QUARTER

COMPANIES HAVE 
RECEIVED GRANTS

80% 91% 9



Our Companies
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EAT WIDE AWAKE - 
“We believe that 
eating healthy is 
more than just being 
good to our bodies, 
it is also about being 
good to everything 
around us.” 

SaladStop! was founded in 2009 with environmental consciousness and sustainability at the forefront of its operations. 
With 28% of global emissions attributable to the food industry, Saladstop! felt the urgent need to reduce its climate impact.  
As a food chain with 70 outlets in over 7 countries,  Saladstop! is committed to its goal of reaching net zero by 2030. 

tCO2-e absorbed by Mangrove 

In Southeast Asia

98

1st Net Zero F&B Outlet

0 - 147.7

426

Saladstop Outlet CO2 emission vs 977.3 
CO2-e in av. QSR outlets

Mangrove Trees planted

Partnering with Unravel Carbon to quantify, identify and employ emission reduction 
opportunities using high-quality offsets
Launch of its first net-zero F&B establishment in South-East Asia (Capitaspring Singapore)
Purchase with purpose” encouraging consumers to contribute $0.20 (matched by Saladstop!) 
to plant mangrove trees in Indonesia 

•

•
•

ENVIRONMENT

Training & education to engage the team in sustainability
Annual Swap Day where corporate office employees join the team at the outlets to help with 
their day-to-day tasks

•
•

COMMUNITY:

Focus on ethical & local sourcing to help local businesses
Minimise food waste
Introduced carbon labelling for the entire menu to educate consumers and provide transparency
Increased focus on plant-based offerings.

FOOD:

•
•
•
•



“We want to make 
sure we are doing 
this in a way that 
is good for people 
and planet. That’s 
our promise as a 
brand: Better Nuts. 
Better Taste. Better 
Business”

Since launch, Pip & Nut has been committed to using zero palm oil in any products
Pip & Nut is committed to 100% sustainably sourced nuts by 2025, using the Farm 
Sustainability Assessment
Completed carbon footprint analysis on entire value chain, and is on track for carbon 
neutral status
In 2021, Pip & Nut switched its jars from plastic to glass packaging, avoiding the production 
of 147MT of plastic

•
•

•

•

Located in East London where poverty is still prevalent, PN supported its local community 
by donating 35,000 jars to foodbanks last year 
PN is committed to its employees’ wellbeing, learning and development, and diversity. 
Currently a team of 25, with more than 50% female workforce and more than 30% 
female in managerial positions.

•

•

PLANET:

Founded in 2015, Pip & Nut (PN) is a nut butter company with a mission to realise the power of nuts as one of the world’s 
greatest foods. Pip & Nut is committed to realizing its mission by taking care of People and Planet. 

PEOPLE:

B CORP 
Certified

Zero Palm 
oil used

90%
Plastic free

35,000
Jars Donated
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“We believe that 
healthy nutrition 
should be accessible 
for everyone. Together 
we have the power to 
improve the lives of 
millions and create a 
healthier world!”

Youvit is on a mission to revolutionize the vitamin category by making quality vitamin products in innovative formats 
accessible to millennials. Youvit was founded after observing a lack of affordable, high-quality supplements and knowing 
that 90% of Indonesia’s population does not eat enough vegetables and fruits.

Recyclable Plastic packaging
>90%

100 million

50,000

Gummies since inception

Gummies donated during COVID

Supplying 100 million gummies to the Indonesian population to provide them with 
their daily vitamin needs and improve their overall health and wellness.
Youvit initiated the Vitsforkids program (see https://vitsforkids.org/) which 
provided all the kids at the Peduli Anak Foundation with their daily dosage of 
vitamins. The foundation also works with other local orphanages and NGOs like 
Rumah Yatim to distribute vitamins to kids in need.
Donated more than 50,000 vitamins to 36 hospitals during the COVID pandemic 
for the medical frontliners.

•

•

•

PEOPLE:

Youvit has switched >90% of their product packaging to recyclable packaging 
and expects to be at 100% by year end.

•

PLANET:

18



“Conscious 
Parenting”- We 
are on a mission to 
make high quality, 
innovative products 
for babies & kids, 
better for their skin 
& for the planet too

Responsible Consumption: Each Super Bottoms diaper can be reused 300 times, 
so a child needs 16 cloth diapers vs 4,800 disposable diapers over a 3-year period
Reusable, highly functional products
100% plastic-free packaging 

•

•
•

India’s 1st CPSIA-certified, phthalate-free reusable diapers
Combines goodness of cloth & high absorbency of disposable diapers
India’s 1st toilet-training pants
Creating a brand for unorganized baby products like cloth nappies and 
kids’ underwear
Cloth diapers are only 35% the cost of disposable diapers over a 3-year period
80% products locally sourced 

•
•
•
•

•
•

ENVIRONMENT

Super Bottoms was founded by a conscious mom. The new-age parent is aware, conscious, and more careful than ever about what 
they put on their baby. For them zero-compromise parenting is about putting products they trust on their baby. The brand is focused 
on gender-neutral, sustainable offerings for babies & toddlers. Super Bottoms products are design registered and US Safety Certified. 

ACCESS TO HIGH QUALITY BABY CARE PRODUCTS:

73% 
Female 
Headcount

32%
Female 
managers

100%
Plastic-free 
packaging 

80%
Locally Sourced 
raw materials
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“Students must 
be able to realise 
their true potential 
wherever they are 
at”- We aim to 
become full-stack 
service offering tech 
enabled University 
Admissions Platform

Leverage Edu helps students figure what they should do and where they should be at - wherever that be in the world - to realise their full 
potential. It helps students navigate & assess their journey thus far, matches them to personalised mentors, counsels them towards their 
higher education dream with an employability lens, and makes sure that everyone punched way above their weight to make dreams come alive 
and truly be able to level up. It is the most-trusted brand loved by 65 Mn+ Study Abroad aspirants.

Leverage helps students with completely digital, paperless & presence-less loans, international money transfer & international bank account, 
through Fly Finance

Female full-time employees 
47%

100,000+

INR 1,510M+

Student counselling sessions per month

Student Loans disbursed with lending partners

Focuses on improving opportunities of higher education for Indian students, in 
Universities all over the globe. 20,000+ students have received offers from top 
universities in UK, US, Australia, Canada and other overseas countries.
Leverage has a comprehensive full-stack technology platform enabling 
Study Abroad at scale

•

•

QUALITY EDUCATION

Leverage Edu has taken the “Padho India” pledge: https://padhoindia.com/. They 
sponsor 1 entire year of education for an underprivileged child (age 5-13), against 
every student who uses Leverage’s service to study in a dream university across 
the world. 

•

GIVING BACK

Leverage has 1,000+ full-time employees of which 47% are female employees•

PEOPLE:
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“Empowering 
MSMEs commerce 
through varied 
digital solutions”- 
We are on a 
mission to provide 
holistic digital 
solutions to 
merchants across 
POS, payments & 
lending 

In Aug 2022, Mswipe received an in-principle nod from the 
Reserve Bank of India for its payments aggregator license

Mswipe has 100% employee coverage under health & accident 
insurance scheme for their 1,300+ full-time employees

•

Access to Point-of-Sale terminal (POS) for small merchants
Mswipe offers small business loans and loans against receivables 
up to INR 0.5 million for 12-24 months
Boombox, for meeting all of merchant UPI needs

•
•

•

FINANCIALLY EMPOWERING MSMEs: 

Manish Patel started Mswipe in 2012 with a classic Point-of-Sale terminal. Mswipe POS solutions are for all types of payment acceptance: 
cards, wallets, mobile payment apps, bank apps, contactless & QR payments. Recently launched ‘Boombox’, a QR terminal, which spells 
out a successful transaction. They aim to deploy 1Mn soundboxes in the next two years.

Mswipe is India’s largest independent POS merchant acquirer & network provider. In line with their mission to empower merchants & be 
their partner of choice for omni-channel digital payment solutions, Mswipe launched PoS loans for MSMEs, which have quick approvals 
and seamless repayment options.

PEOPLE:

650,000+ 
Merchants

EBITDA positive 
financials

TPV RR 
3.5Bn USD

21
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“Bringing authentic 
flavours from across 
the world to Indian 
homes”- We are 
on a mission to be 
India’s most loved 
food company with a 
constant endeavor to 
make high quality, great 
tasting products.

Collects & repurposes more plastic each year than they add 
to the environment
Only uses recyclable plastic in their processes
Zero Waste Water discharge company with all waste water 
treated and used internally at the manufacturing facilities

FSSC 22000 certified and follow HACCP guidelines for their 
manufacturing process
Make high quality, great tasting products and ‘Better for You’ 
products with a  direct retail footprint of over 60,000 stores 

•

•
•

•

•

ENVIRONMENT

VRB Consumer Products Pvt. Ltd. with its flagship brand Veeba is one of the leading Condiments & Sauce companies in India with a 
strong focus on Quality, Innovation and ‘Better for You’ products.  With a Pan India distribution network reaching both General and Modern 
Trade, Veeba offers consumers the freshest and the most authentic flavours in the comfort of their homes. Veeba is also the leading 
supplier to the India’s largest QSR and Cafes. 

AFFORDABLE, HIGH QUALITY FOOD PRODUCTS

zero use of unsustainable ingredients like palm oil
Locally Sourced Raw Materials

Plastic Positive

Backward Integrated 

using only recyclable plastic

in-house manufacturing of more than 99% products
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“Proudly made in 
India, wines for the 
Indian consumer ”- 
India’s largest 
vineyard & 
wine producer  

Member of International Wineries for Climate Action (“IWCA”)
60% of Sula  is powered on solar energy
Set up new effluent treatment plant to step up water recycling efforts

•
•
•

Installed heat pumps over 300KW+ capacity 
Replaced LPG cooking gas with induction cook tops to save 20 tons CO2

•
•

Use drip irrigation to reduce water consumption. Water used in effluent treatment plants is 
100% recycled
Produced 120 tons of vermicompost, used in the vineyards as substitute for chemical fertilizers
Grape seeds harvested are used to make grape seed oil

•

•
•

ENVIRONMENT

Rajeev Samant, founder & CEO of Sula Wines, established Sula Vineyards in 1996. Over the last 20 years, Sula has grown and 
established itself as a pioneer, innovator and leader in the Indian wine industry. 

CLEAR FOCUS ON REDUCING GHG EMISSIONS:

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION:

PEOPLE:

97% Locally 
sourced input 
material & bottles 

60% Run on 
solar energy 

47% Female 
full-time 
employees •

•
Sula had 717 full-time employees of which 47% are female employees
Certified Great Place to Work by Great Place to Work Institute in India 
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Sameer Mehta 
Head of Southeast Asia

smehta@dsgcp.com


